Abstract-Secure communication in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is a challenging problem due to the scale and resource limitations. This means that most existing security protocols such as cryptography are not applicable in WSNs. However, more recent researches argue that encryption based on compressed sensing (CS) has the inherent advantage for security. And a measurement matrix used for sensing is usually constructed by a secret key. But establishment and assignment of the secret key is very difficult for wireless scenarios. In this context, we propose a security scheme for WSNs, which allows two legitimate nodes to establish a common secret key by exploiting joint channel characteristics of wireless channel. These characteristics between any two nodes are unique, unpredictable and decor relating rapidly in space. The established keys can then be used to construct measurement matrix and reconstruction matrix for the two nodes respectively. For improving bit rate and agreement of secret keys, some methods are also proposed in the paper. Analysis and simulation results show that, our proposed scheme ensures a high level of security for WSNs and also has the advantage of low computability complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Designing WSNs is a big challenge due to strict constraints and conditions posed by specific applications and environments, which include power consumption, node simplicity, node cost, low signal leakage and non-line-ofsight propagation, severe multi-path, etc [1] . Among all of them, security is becoming a major concern because of the wide security critical an application of WSNs. Securing WSNs has been researched frequently in recent years. A few existing surveys on security issues can be found [2] , [3] . However, these articles follow a conventional cryptographic approach, which based on pre-distributed keys or public-key schemes assuming that there are perfect key generation and key management. Obviously, these methods, which need high energy consumption and memory resource, are not suitable to WSNs. Many literatures have addressed the problem, among which, in [4] , an encryption idea by utilizing CS has been mentioned for the first time. But it has not been addressed in detail. In [5] , the secrecy of CS is researched, whose result is that CS can provide a computational guarantee of secrecy. Adem Orsdemir and H. Oktay Altun [6] examine the security and robustness of the CS-based encryption method.
We note that the security of CS is based on its superiority in random projection, which means the measurement matrix(the mapping from analog signal to digital signal) of CS is changed randomly. But another problem encountered is the establishment and consultation of the random projection between transmitters and receivers. They are also at the heart of traditional cryptographic protocols. Furthermore, the nodes in WSNs have limited battery lifetime and low computational capability, which increase these challenges. Recently, there have been several research contributions that follow an alternative method to generate keys using wireless channels, which can be used to construct the measurement matrix. Shared secret key generation is an application benefited from the randomness of the wireless channels. Reciprocity and spatial time variations of wireless radio channel provide the advantages [7] . However, the radio channel is reciprocal, there are some causations destroying the characteristics, which include additive Gaussian noise, the discrepancy of transceiver hardware and measuring no simultaneously and so on. So [8] presents a novel methodology which allows robust secret.
key extracted from radio channel measurements by using fractional interpolation and LKT(Karhunen-Loeve transform). However, the method has high computational complexity because of statistical signal processing problem. We also proposed a novel secret key generation method in [9] , by more than one channel characteristic to optimize jointly. The quantification of joint channel characteristics can increase the secret key rate. At the same time, the problem of secret key generation from channel characteristics is translated to the minimum error problem of vector quantization. And a unilateral adjustment mechanism of cells is used to reduce bad impact produced by non-simultaneous measurement and the error of channel estimation.
Reviewing above all, we are motivated to propose a novel security scheme for WSNs. Our approach unifies CS technique and the result of [9] . The security of the encryption approach relies on the fact that the measurement matrix, which has the function of compression data, is not known to an attacker. However, an attacker does not achieve the pseudorandom keys, which come from the unique joint channel properties of wireless channel between two legitimate nodes, to generate the measurement matrix. Our results indicate that the proposed scheme is very available. This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we discuss system model. In section III, we provide a novel security scheme for WSNs based on the method of [9] . In section IV the simulation result is shown and compared to the analytical one. Finally, we provide a short conclusion in section V.
II. COMPRESSED SENSING BASICS AND SECURITY SYSTEM MODEL

A. Compressed sensing basics
The work of Candes, Romberg, and Tao [10] and Donoho [11] show that if a signal has a sparse representation in one basis then it can be recovered from a small number of projections onto a second basis that is incoherent with the first. Let is a transformation matrix. The transformation matrix has fewer rows than columns, i.e., m n < . y is obtained by mapping the vector x onto a basis that is incoherent with ϕ . Roughly speaking, incoherence means that no basis vector in ϕ has a sparse representation in the basis specified by A . This system of equations has infinite many solutions. For recovering x , an optimization problem can be cast as:
Where 0
x is the support of x . This problem is a nonconvex optimization problem and a solution requires an exhaustive search over the solution space. However, the problem can be solved by greedy algorithms such as basis pursuit [12] and orthogonal matching pursuit [13] , which are not guaranteed to achieve the optimum.
If the matrix A satisfies the restricted isometric property (RIP), that is
δ is a sufficient small values, (1) can be alternated by [14] 
(4) Where δ represents the expected noise power in the observations. This formation provides a stable recovery of original signal value in the presence of noise.
B. System models
We also borrow from the conventional terminology of the security community by using three different parties: Alice, Bob and Eve. The three entities may be thought as wireless transmitters/receivers that are potentially located in separated positions. In our system model we assume that the eavesdropper Eve knows all of assumption between legitimate nodes Alice and Bob. She can also achieve both the channels between herself and Alice and Bob at the same time when Alice and Bob measure the channel between themselves for key generation. The only thing, Eve can not know, is the wireless channel characteristics between Alice and Bob because that she can not be very close to either Alice or Bob while they are generating their cryptographic keys. Literature [16] [17] addressed that the distance of more than a few multiples of the wavelength of radio waves being used will ensure that Eve achieve a different, uncorrelated radio channel. The model of proposed security scheme as shown in Fig.1 . , , can not know the matrix A H  . That is to say, she can not achieve reconstruction matrix for recovering the original signal.
III. NOVEL SECURITY SCHEME FOR WSNS
In this section, we introduce the encryption concept based on CS and key generation using the wireless channels. Conventionally, signals are sampled conforming to the NY Quist sampling rule. Then sampled data is compressed to reduce the data and encrypted for security. The encrypted data then go through a channel and is decrypted by the intended user. Both the two communicators share a secret key. However, compressed sensing unifies the sampling, compression and encryption steps to one step. Then the receiver can recover the original signal with the knowledge of matrix. This encryption comes naturally and requires no additional cost. The only problem, which blocks the existing encryption, is distribution of security keys. In this paper, we generate security keys by using the characteristics of wireless channels as [9] . The established keys can then be used to construct measurement matrix and reconstruction matrix for the two nodes respectively.
Analysis of Key Generation Protocol of [9] In [9] , we present a key generation protocol which is suitable even limited volume and power by using joint process, which can achieve high secret key rate and consistency.
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h M F a ls e : r e n e w th e q u a n tiz a tio n p a r a m e te r N o r Q T ru e : k e y v e rifie d R e c o n s tr u c tio n Figure 2 . CS-based secrecy Protocol CS-based secrecy Protocol and Security Analysis Fig.1 illustrates the security model in the paper. Compressed sensing unites the sampling, compression, and encryption steps for Alice. And the transform matrix is formed by using security key, which comes from wireless channel characteristics between Alice and Bob. The characteristics belong to Alice and Bob only. So the linear measurement matrix is available to the node Bob in order to recover the original signal. Without the knowledge of the received signal appear encrypted to anyone eavesdropping on channel. The complete protocol of CS-based WSNs security is shown in Figure 2 .
The proposed secrecy protocol for WSNs operates in five phases. In the joint parameter estimation, the channel characters are acquired by bidirectional channel measurement, which due to the reciprocity of wireless channel state information strongly correlated measurements are collected by Alice and Bob. In the vector quantization & unilateral pipeline, some steps are used for agreement between the two legitimate parties. In the encode & key generation, the output of vector quantization is encoded and the result is used to form measurement or reconstruction matrix. Then the key verification phase ensures correct key agreement. In this paper, we assume that information reconciliation will be part of the system design, but we do not explore its use. We want to reduce the quantity of information reconciliation that must be performed in order to agree on a shared secret matrix by minimizing the rate of bit disagreement reliably. The encryption phase encrypts the input signal x to achieve y. Then Bob reconstructs the original signal by solving a convex optimization problem with reconstruction matrix.
Information theoretical secrecy based on the statistical properties of a system provides protection even in the face of a computational unbounded adversary. For our scheme, if the conditioned probability of a message is equal to the priori probability of the message, ( © the authors 0724
that is to say X and Y are statistically dependent. So the scheme proposed does not achieve information theoretical secrecy. But compressed sensing can provide computational secrecy [5] , so the computational cost of reconstructing the signal is high. Eve can only accompany with a random search, which is too expensive. with the security key generated in [9] .
V. CONCLUSION
Security in WSNs is a new area of research. It is worth studying for its linchpin in some applications. This paper has discussed the security of WSNs. A novel security scheme based on CS and wireless channel secret key is presented. By relying on wireless channel characteristics, security key is extracted, which is used to form the measurement and reconstruction matrix for CS. After providing a discussion of security protocol and security, some simulations are done. Results of simulation indicate that the proposed scheme can solve the problem WSNs is encountering, which has certain academic sense and practical value.
